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Things are spiraling out of control, and Fray is caught up on the wrong side of a bad situation.In the

midst of the storm, Charlie found one good thing that gave her hope, while Fray fell into a situation

that he didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t know he needed. They both have opened themselves up to the possibility of

a new beginning, but life keeps getting in the way.Will Hawk finally get the revenge that

heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s been looking for, or will Charlie be able to step up and ride for the one who

unexpectedly stole her heart?Tek is feeling an all time high as he partners up with a mystery woman

who could potentially help him secure a major deal. Because of his new partnership, Yaz finds

herself out on the streets and at her lowest point. This low point makes her realize that she has to

do better for herself, but she has burned so many bridges that she doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have anyone in

her corner.As fate would have it, Yaz finds support and friendship in the unlikeliest place, and she

must separate her feelings in order to regain control of her dysfunctional life. Too bad those around

her donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t believe that she has any redeeming qualities, or do they?Will Charlie and Fray

get to explore their connection or are his days numbered? Will Yaz get to prove that she can be a

better person, or will it all be in vain? Part two exposes new secrets as well as new faces and

budding relationships. The journey has just begun, and thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s so much to be

discovered.Love, lies, and betrayal definitely play out as this story unfolds, and the key players have

to choose sides and choose wisely. The wrong move could be deadly. The stakes are at an all time

high, but thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s to be expected when youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re RidinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ With The Realest!
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Omg it's always one or two I swear someone always wants to take your empire.. Now Red and Tek

doing all that damn plotting and Red stupid ass just don't know that her time is borrowed trust and

believe.. I hope that Fray gets to his house beige Trek has a chance to rape Charlie I seriously hope

that because Trek starting a war that don't even need to be started... Oh and I won't mention the

dirty FED agent.. Man I can't wait until part 3.. I know it's going to be explosive

Tek thinks he has it all figured out. Lol you see when you deal with someone as solid as Frey it

takes a little more to get folks to believe the hype. Red played herself thinking she had one up when

she was only a pawn, Yaz needs to speak up so Luke can handle things, part 3 will be Fire because

thinks about to be all shook up because Tek and Trouble don't see things aren't as sweet as they

think. I loved it KC

How could you leave me hanging like that. Great job KC, Red and Tek needs to get exactly what

they deserves. Jaz is getting on my last nerve she should've told Luke about Tek. I can't wait for

part three.

Loved part 2. Zay and Luke is bae and Reg might be too. I'm actually glad Yaz is trying to get

herself together. Please let Zay get there in time. Can't wait for part three.

First off let me say KC MILLS is by far one of thee best Authors HANDS DOWN because for one

everything she touches is CERTIFIED BANGERS and for two she is one of not the only Author who

does not keep you waiting months and years for the next book to come out. With that said add this

book to the list of FIRE reads. I really love everything about this book it's unlike any other. The

storyline is amazing, the characters are on point and it keeps you entertain from beginning to end.

Fray gives me life the way he loves and protects Charlie has me a little jealous (lol) although I was



wishing Hawk got his Karma for how he did Charlie i wasn't expecting it like that. Red is a dirty dog

her and Tek and they deserve EVERYTHING that comes to them. I hope Yaz really has changed

her ways and her and Luke gets it together. I can feel Asia and Reg being on Charlie and Fray's

level. I cannot wait until September 8th. for the next FIRE installment. KC YOU DID THAT!!!!!
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I just love Fray and Charlie. I actually love all three couples. I'm so happy Yay is trying to turn over a

new leave and is finally getting some happiness, well that was until Tek resurfaced smh. I love the

way Fray and handles Charlie and vise versa. There are so many snakes in the book, that K.C. just

needs to do a killing spree in book 3. Tek, Red, and Hawks stupid self need to go page one! I'm

defiantly enjoying this series and after the ending of this one I know book 3 is going to start off

crazy!!

Book 2 gave everything book 1 was missing. I'm glad alot of questions were answered and we got

more of the relationship between fray and Charlie, I like them together. I hope tek and red pay

dearly, fray is about to turn to the devil. Will he be able to clean up his situation without any

glitches? I'm so happy yaz turned over a new leaf, luke is a right look for her but is she willing to

take it a step further or keep things how they are? What obstacles will they face if they do? Oo I'm

liking reg and Asia, they seem to click yet are taking things slow. Will Asia's ex be a problem? I'm

glad the girls were able to keep a bond. Good flow and kept you entertained. Can't wait to read part

3.

This book was exsplosive! I mean from beginning to end she had me on the edge of my seat! It was

thrilling, fast paced, and jaw dropping! Fray is still BAE! He don't be messing around when it comes

to his Charlie! I'm not sure how I feel about Yaz just yet going to wait and see with her! If somebody

don't get rid of Tek! He done did way to much now! I love Asia and Reg together! This book has me

going through a gambit of emotions! By the end I didn't know how to feel! She play to damn much

for me! Got my nerves bad! But she did that for real!
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